Why is the Joint Fires Advanced Scenario Trainer (J-FAST) the best solution for home-station training?

- Meets all US Army 13F and US Marine Corps 0861 MOS initial training requirements taught at the Fort Sill Fires Center of Excellence
- Pre-installed with scenarios of the 21 tasks of the Forward Observer
- NATO JFS ESC accreditable per the 2015 JTAC MOA
- Compliant with the JCAS AP MOA for Joint Fires Observers
- Network multiple stations for scalable throughput
- Fully integrated pilot station available

Features:
- Robust particle effects
- Realistic detonations
- Burning vehicles
- Dust trails
- Physics-based lighting and atmospherics
- Character animation engine
- Sound generator with delay and Doppler effects
- Geospecific and geotypical terrains

The realism of FidViewEX is superior to any Image Generator on the market!
A Closer Look At The J-FAST

The Joint Fires Advanced Scenario Trainer from Fidelity Technologies Corporation evolved from the successful Call For Fire (CFFT) II Training System software package per the direction of feedback from the US Army user community. The J-FAST dramatically improves on the CFFT by providing a NATO accreditable solution for both JTAC and JFO simulation requirements.

The J-FAST provides the same level of high fidelity virtual training to the individual at their home-station that would typically be received at a Fires Center of Excellence. Pre-scripted scenarios ensure that indirect fires, close air support and terminal attack control annual training tasks are easily achieved in accordance with the Directed Mission Essential Task List (DMETL) and MOA requirements.

Simulated Devices

- **Vector 21**
- **GLTD**
- **IZLID**
- **DAGR**

A complete line of plug-and-play simulated military equipment is available for the J-FAST providing a realistic and immersive training experience.

Scale J-FAST To Your Training Needs

The J-FAST provides a scalable solution to student home-station training. Whether the training need is for annual sustainment of an individual JTAC or a company of soldiers needing pre-deployment Call For Fire training, J-FAST provides the solution to the warfighter’s needs.

Training Requirements Achieved

**SMCT Warrior Tasks**
- 061-283-6003 Adjust Indirect Fire
- 011-620-2162 Call For and Adjust Indirect Fire
- 150-INI-06C0 Complete Call For Fire Training

**JTAC MOA**
- Type 1 Control
- Type 2 Control
- Type 3 Control
- Night Terminal Attack Control
- Ground Laser Target Designator and Marking
- Video Down-Link
- Surface to Surface Fires
- Air to Surface Fires
- Naval Gunfire

**JFO MOA**
- Type 2 Control
- Type 3 Control
- SEAD
- Video Down-Link
- Surface to Surface Fires
- Air to Surface Fires